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20. The committee shall determine what aum* 
her of gardeners or servants of any kind shall be

i | kept for the use of the institution, these shall be 
removeable at the discretion of the committee,

* | who shall also have the power of regulating their 
wages.

21. The committee shall have the power of 
l | framing provisional regulations, which snail have

the force of laws till the next annual meeting. 
Office of the Treasurer.

22. All the income belonging to the institution 
from whatever source it be derived, shall be paid 
into the hands of the Treasurer, all the bills shall 
be paid by him, and his accounts shall be audit-

■» 1 ed by the President or Vice President, and one 
e ‘ I of the visitors^md laid before the annual meeting 
c. I of the subscribers.
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id Duties of the Visitors.
23. The visitors shall have the peculiar direc

tion of the Garden and conservatories, and no 
q. I alteration shall take place in the Garden and 

, I plants without their concurrence or direction.
I 24. It is expected that each of the visitors shall 
I visit the Garden at least once during every week; 

a visitor’s book shall be kept, in which they may 
or - note down the day of their attendance, and any 

I circumstances respecting the management of the 
Garden, which may appear to them to require 
attention.

25. The visitors shall have the power of dis
ait |l)osing of the cuttings, seeds, or duplicates, of the 
jge I plants, to the proprietors only, upon such condi

tions as* they may judge proper, and when the 
(same can be dbne without injury to the institution.

Regulations respecting Admission.

26. No gentleman residing in Liverpool,, or
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